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Subject Code: 180103
Subject Name: Space Dynamics
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Q.1 (a)
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l. Attempt all questions.
2. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary.3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q.l (a) Explain Ner;r'ton's Lar,v of Gravitation in detair. 07(b) (i) Explain Gravitational potential Energy.. 01(ii) Determine the mass of the space d.vna,nics str,rde't if 03
the force of attraction betrveen ear.th and the stucrent is 6g4
N.

Q.2 (a) Write a short note on Escape Velocitr,. 07(b) A 250 kg rocket moving rapidrl o'trvard frorn the earth has 07
a speed of 5.7 km/s r,vrren its engine shLrts off 200 kr, above
eafth's surface.

(a) Assunring negligible air drag. find the rocket,s
velocity,rvhen it is 1000 km above eafth,s surf.ace.

(b) what nraximum height above eafth's surface is
reached bv tlre rocket?
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OR
Explain Hohnrann transfer ellipse.

Explain mechanics of circular orbit. Also rist important

1"i:::,f;'[',il,]l.n.o riorn a c irc u rar eq uatori ar parki ng
orbit at an altitude of 150 knr into a coplanar circular
svnchronous orbit by using a Hohmann transf-er eilipse.
Assulne a hontogeneous spherical earlh with a radius of
6370 km. Determine the velocitl, increments for entering
the transf'er ellipse a'd for achieving the sr'chrono.,, o,lbit
at 42.000 krn altitLrde.

OR
Wrire a shorr nore on Eliiptic Orbits.
At the end of a rocliet launch of a space vehicle. the
burnout velocity, is 9 km/s in a direction due north and 3o
above the local horizontal. l'he altitLrde above sea level is
805 km. The burnout point is located ar )7o degree above
the equator. Calculate the trajectorl,of the space vehicle.
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( i) Cilassifl,, Space Vehicles.
(ii) With neat sketclres explain pr.inrarl phases
rnission.
Derive Orbit equation.
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Q.1 (a)

Q.1 (b)

Q.s (a)

(b)

Q.s (a)

(b)

(i) lt is possible to simurate "u,eighrress" conditions bv
flying a plane in an arc such that the centripetal
ac-celerarion exactly cancels the acceleration due to gravity.
What would be the reqLrired speed at tlie top of an arc of
radius 1500 meters,/
(ii) The period of revolution of the earth about the sun is
365.256 days.. The serni major axis of earth.s orbit is
1 .49527xI01 r 

nr. In turn. the senri major axis of the orbit ofMars is 2.2783x I 0l I m. Calculate the period of Mars.
Write a short note on Kepler.s third lalv in detail.

Derive general equation of ntotion for a vehicle entering
the atrnosphere.
Irplailr diflercrrt tl pes of entrr parhs.

OR
Explain Entry heatirrg. AIso obtain an equation for
aerody'natn ic Ireating rate.
Write a shoft note on Deep Space.
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Given Data:

Radius ofearth :6370 km

Mass of earth = 5.9gx l621 1*

G :6.67x10-" N-r/k*t

*****x*tilixx**
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